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The birth of OPEC+ has established Russia as a key geopolitical and energy player
alongside Saudi Arabia, while Washington's influence over the Organization has waned.
In the background, the alliance between Moscow and Beijing is strengthening
On December 6th 2019, the 24-country OPEC+ group surprisingly increased its cuts by 500,000
b/d, bringing them from 1,200,000 b/d to 1,700,000 b/d till March 31st 2020, with the aim of
further reducing the current market surplus supply.

In reality, the Organization+ was still over complying the cuts, which had been decided on
November 30th 2019 and had been put into place on January 1st of this year. For instance, in
November 2019, OPEC+ over cuts were equal to 242,000 b/d. This is the main reason why oil
prices did not steadily surge during the days following the agreement. In fact, at the time of
writing (on December 12th), Brent is trading at $63.93 $/b, while WTI at $58.91/b, that is
approximately $1/b higher in comparison with December 6th.
According to the estimates provided by the International Energy Agency on November 15th,
Russia’s gross revenues have averaged $670 million a day during the first 10 months of the
current year, up by $170 million daily in comparison with the same period of 2016, before the
OPEC+ group reached its first agreement, cutting its total output by 1,800,000 b/d on November
30th 2016. Meanwhile, Saudi Arabia, which slashed its production by an average of more than
700,000 b/d between January-October 2019, has earned $630 million a day in oil revenues that
is $125 million a day income jump compared with the first 10 months of 2016.
OPEC producers and the Russian Federation reached an important deal during the last meeting
in Vienna especially because the Organization decided to accept Russia’s specific request,
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which consisted in excluding gas condensates from its output quota. Previously, only the OPEC
producers had the right to except condensates from their quotas. Despite the fact that there is
not a common definition of gas condensates, based on the specific terminology used by the
International Energy Agency, oil is defined as the sum of crude plus NGL-Natural Gas Liquids,
which are Liquids separated from natural gas and Gas Condensates, which are Liquids
condensated by natural gas. More precisely, Associated Liquids are the sum of Natural Gas
Liquids and Gas condensates. As a consequence of this new method of calculation that has
been extended to all non-OPEC producers, Russia’s current output lowered, making the
compliance with the new OPEC+ cuts less painful.
With regard to these new measures that have been implemented in the oil market, there is a
second issue that deserve to be highlighted. Most fields contain, both condensates and gas
mixture that are simultaneously extracted during the drilling process. Taking into account the
new OPEC+ cut rules, from now on, if Russia (Gazprom, Lukoil, etc.) wants to exploit new gas
fields – for example, in Siberia, in order to satisfy China’s future growing gas demand – it can
pursue it without having the worry of limiting condensates extractions in order to respect its oil
production quota. Moreover, condensates’ market price is higher than that of natural gas. After
the coup d’état in Ukraine in 2014, which also caused the referendum in Crimea, the United
States of America – as well as the European Union – have imposed sanctions over the Russian
Federation. Five years later, Moscow’s influence over OPEC is an accomplished fact, while
U.S.’ influence over the Organization that was previously considered a kind of “Washington’s
house garden” by American politicians has been decreasing as was anticipated in the 2019
June report.
At that time, we pointed out the following three political turning points:
- The institutionalization of OPEC+ confirms the centrality of the Russian Federation, both as
the world energy leader exporter (beginning from oil and gas), and as an indispensable
geopolitical actor of the rising multi-polar international architecture;
- The OPEC+ rise strengthens the coordination of the conventional producers’ policies towards
the recent challenge of the so called frackers, or non-conventional producers (Russia’s and
Saudi Arabia’s exports approximately covered 25% of the global crude exports);
- Historically, Saudi Arabia is considered the global swing producer, because it is able to openly
limit its output in order to satisfy the fluctuations of market demand thus, bringing supply and
global demand in balance. During the last years, thanks to the implementation of the fracking
technique, many analysts forecast that the United States of America will have substitute or, at
least matched, Saudi Arabia in this role. Taking into account the rise of the OPEC+ and that
China has become the world leader in oil import, the impression is that Saudi Arabia already
shares the responsibility as swing producer with the Russian Federation rather than with the
United States.
Now it is China’s turn to make its move into the energy world chessboard.
Starting with the Power of Siberia pipeline on December 2nd 2019, which will supply China with
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Russia’s natural gas. There is the possibility that the Siberian blue gold may likely replace U.S.
LNG exports (liquefied natural gas) in the medium term, because it is less expensive than the
American one and due also to the strengthening of the strategic cooperation between the two
Eurasian super powers.
However, China’s decision could also potentially affect the trade deal between Beijing and
Washington, as correctly wrote Oilprice.com on December 2nd 2019.
Latest data and estimates on oil & gas
Based on the Drilling Productivity Report figures issued by the Energy Information
Administration on November 18th 2019, the American unconventional crude output is estimated
to increase by 49,000 b/d to 9,133,000 b/d in December 2019. The U.S. crude production, after
the former peak of 9,627,000 b/d gained in April 2015, decreased to its lowest of 8,428,000 b/d
on July 1st 2016. It then started increasing to the estimated record of 12,900,000 b/d, which
was reached on November 22nd 2019 (weekly forecasts). Thanks to the statistics provided by
Baker Hughes on December 6th 2019, the 799 current U.S. active rigs, of which 633 (83.0%)
are oilrigs and 133 (16.6%) are gas rigs, plus 3 miscellaneous (0.4%), were 18 less than
November 6th2019, the lowest level since March 17th 2017.
The above mentioned statistics shows the U.S. fracking industry, which has been defined as
“barbaric” by Russian President, Vladimir Putin, new record highs in oil production, but another
quarter of negative cash flow. “Until fracking companies can demonstrate that they can produce
cash as well as hydrocarbons, cautious investors would be wise to view the fracking sector as a
speculative enterprise with a weak outlook and an unproven business model”, Clark
Williams-Derry and Kathy Hipple wrote in the IEEFA report. In 2019 through third quarter, 32 oil
and gas drillers have filed for bankruptcy, according to Haynes and Boone. In September, U.S.
crude oil imports strongly dropped by 466,000 b/d to 6,478,000 b/d. They were 6,944,000 b/d in
August, 6,935,000 b/d in July, 7,141,000 in June, 7,158,000 in May, 7,025,000 b/d in April 2019,
6,759,000 b/d in March 2019, 6,652,000 b/d in February 2019 and 7,520,000 b/d in January
2019. The 2019 U.S. crude oil imports average stands at 6,957,000 b/d, on the fall in
comparison with 7,757,000 b/d in 2018 and 7,969,000 b/d in 2017. In accordance with the
Chinese customs data, the world’s top oil importer rose its imports by 11.5% compared to the
same 2018 month, that is an average of 10,720,000 b/d.
Oil and currency trends
In November, despite U.S. commercial inventories steadily surged from 438,853,000 barrels on
October 25thto 451,952,000 barrels on November 22nd, oil prices rose by approximately $2.5/b
due to the growing optimism about a U.S.-Chinese trade agreement that would remove many
concerns dealing with future oil growth demand. In particular, Brent North Sea quality opened
the transactions at $59.67/b and closed at $62.43/b, while West Texas Intermediate started the
quotations at $54.34/b, closing at $55.65/b.
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